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Abstract

DENNEUBOURG presents the first ant-based clustering algorithm in 1991. Ant colony clustering has the characteristics of automatically clustering, high clustering accuracy, irregular cluster shapes and so on. These are important for a clustering algorithm, so ant colony clustering is arousing more and more data mining researchers' concentration. In 2004, J. Handl together with his partners normalized the basic ant colony clustering algorithm, getting the ATTA model with superior performance. In this paper, we'll present an algorithm improved from ATTA which we call it LCA and test LCA on UCI data sets to show its feasibility.
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1. Atta Model

In the past two decades, many achievements in computer science depends on the bio-inspired information. Such as ant populations of parallelism, self-organization and robustness that played a particularly important role in promoting the development of intelligent algorithms. Although it is composed of simple individuals, but the entire population in case of no central control was able to complete complex tasks. Deneubourg J L in 1991 was enlightened by the behavior of ant colony classified ant eggs, first proposed Ant Colony Clustering Algorithm[1]. The algorithm was among the first to be used for the robot. Robot to imitate the behavior of ants, which is to identify two different objects, according to local environmental information to decide to pick up or drop the object, and so forth to achieve the purpose of object clustering. Then in 1994, Lumer and Faita used the idea of ant colony clustering to data analysis, proposed the LF algorithm[2], of ant colony clustering mainly in three aspects: 1) perception radius, 2) pick up and drop probability calculation, 3) mobile mechanism. In 2004, J. Handl and others worked on the specification of the ant colony clustering algorithm such as the norm, got the superior performance ATTA model[3].

Compared with the LF, ATTA's similarity function, picking up and dropping function, perception radius, and it's memory parameters are all more normalized:
1.1. Three principal elements

① The similarity function:

\[
 f^*(i) = \begin{cases} 
 \frac{1}{\sigma} \sum_{j \neq i} |1 - \delta(i,j)|, & \text{if } \forall j (|1 - \delta(i,j)| > 0) \\
 0, & \text{else} 
\end{cases} 
\]  

(1)

② Individual ants picking up and dropping probability formula:

\[
 p_{\text{pick}}^*(i) = \begin{cases} 
 1, & \text{if } f^*(i) \leq 1 \\
 \frac{1}{f^*(i)^2}, & \text{else} 
\end{cases} 
\]  

(2)

\[
 p_{\text{drop}}^*(i) = \begin{cases} 
 1, & \text{if } f^*(i) \geq 1 \\
 \frac{1}{f^*(i)^4}, & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} 
\]  

(3)

These two formulas derived from Experiments, and the two formulas achieve better results accompanied by a perceived increase of radius.

③ Perception radius \( r \): During the operation of the algorithm, so that the radius of perception changed all over the time, ATTA model for linear growth of \( r \) from 1 to 5, when \( r \) changes, \( \sigma = 2r + 1 \) also changes, because of \( r = (\sigma - 1)/2 \). But here the data object in order to maintain sufficient separation in space, so when \( r \) changes, \( \sigma \) constant.

1.2. Several important parameters

① Memory \( m \): Similarity \( f^*(i) \) rather than dissimilarity \( \delta(i,j) \) used as a criterion, when the ants pick up a new individual data 1, it put the data into memory in the neighborhood of the point position, calculating the similarity \( f^*(i) \) of those \( m \) locations. The most appropriate location of \( f^*(i) \) for the largest object in the down position of the data.

② \( \alpha \) value changes over time: Initially given for each ant a unified single value \( \alpha \) between 0 to 1, after that, according to each ant’s mobile data object to get change. That ant steps in the mobile

\[
 r_{\text{fail}} = \frac{\# \text{fail}}{\# \text{active}}, \ \# \text{fail} \text{ is the number of ants failing to put down its data objects, } \# \text{active} \text{is the number of ant movements.} \text{ there is a new formula of } \alpha:
\]

\[
 \alpha \left\{ \begin{array}{ll} 
 \alpha + 0.01, & \text{if } r_{\text{fail}} > 0.99 \\
 \alpha - 0.01, & \text{if } r_{\text{fail}} \leq 0.99 
\end{array} \right. 
\]

③ Empirical parameters:

Number of ants = 10,
Memory \( m \) = 10,
\( t_{\text{start}} = 0.45 \times \# \text{iterations}, \)
tend = 0.55 * \#iterations

\[
\text{space} = \sqrt{10 \times \# \text{items} \times 10 \times \# \text{items}}
\]

\[
\text{stepsize} = \sqrt{20 \times \# \text{items}} \quad \# \text{iterations} = 2000 \times \# \text{items}
\]

\#iterations \text{ than or equal to 100 million.}

ATTA clustering performance has been achieved relatively good condition.

However, For classes and extract other issues cluster adhesion problems that exist in the basic model, ATTA has not fully solved; Secondly, ATTA clustering accuracy and speed to be further improved.

ATTA has an interesting feature: after the formation of the initial class clusters, add an episode stage, that is, between the tstart and tend to change the similarity function \( f^* (i) \), using \( 1/\text{N}_{\text{OCC}} \) instead of \( 1/\sigma^2 \), here \( \text{N}_{\text{OCC}} \) is the number of grid occupied by data objects in the local neighborhood. In this episode, the data points go through the "divergence - to re-aggregation" process, which improves the quality of clustering.

2. LCA: An improved ant colony clustering algorithm

LCA (Logic based cold ants) makes the following improvements on ATTA: Ant populations were initially picked up the data object, and calculate their current location is suitable for down, take the data object which are carried by those ants are not suitable for put down directly to the various objects for maximum similarity value of the position, moreover, in order to allow rapid formation of class cluster center, we propose a similarity measure based on logic. That means that: ant makes objects into similar and dissimilar two categories, and enthusiasm of similar objects (attract), not similar object detached (not processed).

2.1 Similarity calculation based on logic

ATTA seek all the properties of the data object to calculate the precise degree of similarity neighborhood (see formula(1)), but the reality is that many attributes are mutually weaken, and noises component contained in the data objects are also a wide gap, Therefore, accurate calculation often become wishful thinking. Practice by a large number of calculations found that the average distance \( \alpha \) of the data object is a key parameter. Less than \( \alpha \) similar, otherwise dissimilar. As shown below, data object \( i \) is carried by an ant at the center of the grid, Assuming \( \alpha \) is 0.2, data object \( \delta(i,j) \) around the neighborhood 8 grid is shown in Table 1.

![Figure 1](image_url)
### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>j</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \delta(i,j) )</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>null</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similarity function formula based on the ATTA (1):

\[
\begin{align*}
  f^* (i) &= \frac{1}{\sigma^2} \sum_{j \in \mathcal{L}} (1 - \frac{\delta(i,j)}{\alpha}) \\
          &= \frac{1}{\sigma^2} \left[ (1 - \frac{0.6}{0.2}) + (1 - \frac{0.1}{0.2}) + (1 - \frac{0.15}{0.2}) \\
          &\quad + (1 - \frac{0.12}{0.2}) + (1 - \frac{0.4}{0.2}) + (1 - \frac{0.08}{0.2}) + (1 - \frac{0.1}{0.2}) \right] \\
          &= \frac{1}{\sigma^2} \left( -0.75 \right) \\
          &= 0
\end{align*}
\]

Calculated result is that the probability that ant puts the data into that region is 0. Obviously, this result is wrong. The reason is simply because the two different points of the \( \delta(i,j) \) value is too large. Adjusted as follows for this:

1. Statistics the number of similar points (snum) and the number of dissimilar points (dnum) in the neighborhood, if \( (1 - \frac{\delta(i,j)}{\alpha}) > 0 \), that the data object i and j are alike, snum plus 1. The method for calculation of similarity to:

\[
\begin{align*}
  f^*(i) &= \begin{cases} 
    0, & \text{if } \text{dnum} > \text{snum} \\
    \text{snum}, & \text{else}
  \end{cases} 
\end{align*}
\]

In the example point 2, point 3, point 4, point 6 and point 8 are similar, snum=5; point 1 and point 5 are not similar, dnum=2. snum>dnum. The result is that ants lay down the data in this location, in line with the actual situation.

2. Drop probability by:

\[
\begin{align*}
  p^*_{\text{drop}}(i) &= \begin{cases} 
    1, & \text{if } f^*(i) > 4 \\
    \left(\frac{f^*(i)}{4}\right)^3, & \text{otherwise}
  \end{cases} 
\end{align*}
\]

The formula is obtained by experiment. The algorithm does not need to pick up the object probability formula.

3. Perception radius \( r \) : Throughout the algorithm the perception of the radius of the ant is constantly changing, to allow more data to be a part of the single action of ants. The Perception Radius of the proposed algorithm have linear increased from 1 to 3, and then decreased from 3 to 1.

4. Separation of the initial class of cluster centers: The latter part of the algorithm may occur two Class cluster adhesion object suitable for being put down, and then choose one of which to mark as not appropriate to lay down.

#### 2.2 Algorithm flow

```c
// Initialization phase
1. The data is randomly scattered on a two-dimensional toroidal plane;
2. For(j=1; j<= number of ants; j++)
   |
```
The ant \( j \) randomly selected a free data object and pick it up;
The ant \( j \) randomly selected a location of the environment and jump to the empty position;
}
// The main loop phase
③for(iteration=1;iteration<= the total number of iterations; iteration++)
{
    Calculate all the labels of ants which are suitable to put down their data objects;
    Increase the separation of the initial cluster centers to change some suitable places into non-down positions;
The ants which not suitable for putting down jump into those suitable for putting down, in the neighborhood of the maximum similarity value;
    Update the free data objects table;
    If one ant successfully put down the object
    {
        Randomly finds a new free data object I;
        Ant picks up the new data object i;
        Ant jumps onto the location of the object I;
    }
}

2.3 Simulation of the algorithm

①400 data objects, 10 ants, ATTA model 100 times to run the process and results:
Iteration=0: Iteration=70: Iteration=100:

In the model ATTA, Previous algorithm requires a longer period of time to run. After forming in the class cluster, the algorithm used the stage of an episode. At this stage, ants consider only the similarity without considering the density to pick up and down the object data, as a results, data objects will be orderly dispersed. When the data points are ordered dispersed, then use of previous similarity formula to Cluster of data objects, this process is equivalent to re-select the cluster center of class. Because the ant colony clustering algorithm is a stochastic algorithm, class of the results of cluster center re-selection has the potential to separate from each other class of cluster center, may also make the new class of cluster center still closely linked. The above model, the lower left corner of the class of cluster centers were separated, but separation was not obvious.

②400 data objects, 100 ants, LCA model 1 time to run the process and results.
step=0: step =7: step =19:

Figure 2. clustering process and results for ATTA algorithms

Figure 3. Run Results of LCA
Figure 3 shows that LCA only use 19 steps to a good accurate classes cluster together. After the first step of the algorithm, cluster centers have been formed in all categories. Careful observation can be found, the early formation of the lower right corner there is a cluster of red type, but the center is too close to the blue and purple cluster space, so it will not be put down as a suitable location. As the algorithm progresses, the red class cluster clustering slowly up to that position that far apart with others.

③ LCA calculations faster than ATTA increased by 1 ~ 2 orders of magnitude. That is because in the clustering process, a huge gap between the number of data move caused.

In Figure 4, X axis represents the number to be moving, Y-axis is the number corresponding to the number of objects to move. The average number of ATTA move which is 2129 times while the number of LCA is 5 times.

3. Experiments on UCI Data sets

Examples in Table 2 are from the UCI data sets [4]. An object is often expressed through the multidimensional attribute, but clustering practice shows that, only feature attribute contribute to clustering. The following data set of wine as an example for analysis. To get feature attributes, we first experiment the 13-dimensional properties of single-attribute of wine in the algorithm experimental platform, Through a combination of 7 and 13, the clustering results are good, we may conclude that 7 and 13 are feature attributes.

Through UCI data sets typical examples of the clustering effect of comparison, we can see the LCA algorithm have significant improvements than ATTA and the classic LF. As indicated in Table 2.
**TABLE 2** clustering results of data set using different algorithms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Set</th>
<th>Evaluate Index</th>
<th>Iris</th>
<th>Wine</th>
<th>Soybean</th>
<th>Lenses</th>
<th>Balances</th>
<th>Ecoli</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MacroP(%)</td>
<td>LF</td>
<td>ATTA</td>
<td>LCA</td>
<td>LF</td>
<td>ATTA</td>
<td>LCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MacroR(%)</td>
<td>LF</td>
<td>ATTA</td>
<td>LCA</td>
<td>LF</td>
<td>ATTA</td>
<td>LCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MacroF1(%)</td>
<td>LF</td>
<td>ATTA</td>
<td>LCA</td>
<td>LF</td>
<td>ATTA</td>
<td>LCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C(%)</td>
<td>LF</td>
<td>ATTA</td>
<td>LCA</td>
<td>LF</td>
<td>ATTA</td>
<td>LCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iterative rounds</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of steps per round</td>
<td>10^4</td>
<td>10^4</td>
<td>10^4</td>
<td>10^4</td>
<td>10^4</td>
<td>10^4</td>
<td>10^4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iteration Time (s)</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size example</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimension</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Explanation:

1. **MacroP** is the macro average accuracy:

   \[
   MacroP = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{I_i}{M_i}
   \]  

   Thereinto, \( M_i \) is the number of clustering elements in i-class, \( I_i \) is the correct clustering number of elements in \( M_i \). \( n \) is the total number of all categories.

2. **MacroR** is the macro average recall rate:

   \[
   MacroR = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{I_i}{N_i}
   \]  

   Thereinto, \( N_i \) is the number of elements in i-class, \( I_i \) is the number of elements clustered in i-class. \( n \) is the total number of all categories.

3. **MacroF1** is the average F1 value of the macro:

   \[
   MacroF1 = \frac{MacroP \times MacroR \times 2}{MacroP + MacroR}
   \]  

   Thereinto, MacroP is the macro average accuracy, MacroR is the macro average recall-rate.

4. **Clustering data rate:**

   \[
   C = \begin{cases} 
   \frac{n_1}{n_2} & \text{if } n_1 \leq n_2 \\
   \frac{n_1 - n_2}{n_2} & \text{else}
   \end{cases}
   \]  

   \( C \) more closer to 1 indicates better clustering results. Thereinto, \( n_1 \) means that clustering system actually produce the number of polymer, \( n_2 \) means that the classes existed in real data.
4. Summary and Discussion

By this paper proposed, LCA algorithm is useful and feasible. Examples show that ants mode Environmental Recognition Judgement Method logical worth more than accurate calculations in depth. An actual problem is not only facing the multidimensional, but inevitably existing all kinds of noise, therefore, how to more effectively identify the characteristics of property, move the noise is the direction of future efforts. Especially with the advent of multi-core computer the ant algorithm is possible to achieve parallel computation, so that prospect of ant clustering algorithm is worth the wait.
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